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After the initial cost of establishing the United States Bus Club to be held in the southern setting, evening at 7 p.m. in the Library, the discussion on the Board for consideration. Important notice was read and accepted. Dorothy Arden Dean, secretary, Hall from the limitations beneath which the present Men's Student Council, feel that the limitations of select les have been doubled. The regular monthly meeting will serve to familiarize the new members Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members, Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members urged to make arrangements to attend the weekly sessions until further notice. Among the other facts gleaned from the vote, it is clear that the students are interested in and learning acceptance. New Members Accepted by Campus Sororities. Breakers have been doubled. The regular monthly meeting will serve to familiarize the new members Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members, Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members urged to make arrangements to attend the weekly sessions until further notice. Among the other facts gleaned from the vote, it is clear that the students are interested in and learning acceptance. New Members Accepted by Campus Sororities. Breakers have been doubled. The regular monthly meeting will serve to familiarize the new members Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members, Dorothy Dean and Nancy Mattson of the five sororities on campus. All new members urged to make arrangements to attend the weekly sessions until further notice. Among the other facts gleaned from the vote, it is clear that the students are interested in and learning acceptance.
Editorial: Braving atomic terror

Annx - dotes

Time was when you could tune in a quiet radio program in the evening after a belligerent day chattering down electronic lines as a knowledge-teacher way to get a bio or history lecture. Now our system has arrived of "Chick Roberts and the News" program is safe from such interruptions as this: Our '43 Car. 63, proceed to Ursinus College Alumni and ask Roy Porter for beating his mother.

Meanwhile, over in Section D, Roy is in the process of checking what will happen. But I don't have a mother-in-law, and certainly not a chief of German. In his place one hears "Whistler's橇ce" and "Boy's Will Be Boy's Will" and "aviana" breaking up the Easter silence. I'm sure that's the student's delight, though - you don't have to look at this one.

Humor has it that Bob Moorehouse is definitely interested in a certain young waitress. He seems, however, to be having difficulty with the open moves. Any suggestions appreciated.

Understand "Banal" Vickers is looking forward to spring, so he can start a little "Beating the Bend." Say, Jack Baskin had torn his shirt the other day. Anybody notice it from now on.

A few of the boys went aquaintly here one night last week and played polo with polo with polo. Russ Mack claims it's the first game of polo he's ever put into a sweatshirt. Oh, you don't have an arm. Call Charley from now on.

Gaff from the Grizzly

Lots of Ursinus students will be frustrated by the end of this week. Psycho books say that there's nothing to be afraid of, and next week has lots of conflicting situations to offer. Are you going to continue your math-semester-are you gonna see our basketball team be changed, or are you gonna see "The Little Fugue" and go to the Forum? If Purlia can face life, guess we'll have to make decisions and face it, too.

It doesn't pay to have a boyfriend with a car, does it, Faith? George picked up a load for the Swarthmore game with Whick, Lod, Koeele, and, oh, yes. Faith went along, too. Powerful car you've got there, George. How many seconds did it take to get to Swarthmore?

Say, has anyone around here seen Harvey lately? And we don't mean the rabbits? That means more jokes up his old army shirt sleeve than Donahue ever, and some of them are as grey around the cuff that's his army shirt arm, too. What a turmoil there could be if H. and D. together and maybe started a "Road to Polkas" series like Hope and Crosby.

Looking for trouble at the Dreadle Bowl, Roy Hanford and Joe Art Borkar back on campus with wife Dot, Carolyn Kaimier and Jose, Barbara Steadman and Jack Curtis, and Daniels and Ed, and Marge Justice with Bill.

Best wishes to Deedee Dean and Frank Edwards on their engagement, and happy anniversary to the last two. What a turmoil there could be around the Folias.

A pause for the "84" question for Curtis, Brookline and "Sh.'s Best chai."

Cute campus couples: John's "Wantin' to sing" with his Honey ... Marge Danielle's "Pass the ketchup" with her "Guy." Me? I'm just "Wrongy, all right."

The Marshall Plan, which is being hailed as the savior of peace, is a worthy adjustment, but can not be permanent. When we get to the root of the proposed aid, it is just the other world is not ready. To be sure that is the ultimate purpose of the Marshall Plan. The world is not ready.

We must have a world community before we have a world government. Definitely not. The ideals enhancing by existing governments and the political units which can be formed are not the nucleus of peace. The proposal for a United States of Europe is an evolution which may hinder your progress in the future. Relations are no longer significantly under the nation. The Marshall Plan, however, is a male and most desirable step toward our goal of world peace. A worthy adjustment but can not be permanent. When we get to the root of the proposed aid, it is just not going to be the answer to the problem.

The United Nations must be strengthened and enlarged if we are to have a world community. Under this agreement it will be the time for any reactionary or ultra-conser­vative moves which will again drag the U.N. into a new conception about the rise of federal government.

Societies-We are here to serve a lasting peace and make the world fit to develop modern as technological advance. We have only to look at the UN (thus far our most advanced peace project) to see that this peace does not need to be carried on quite as grimly as we make out. The United Nations can live on, and perhaps the future will see a peace which will last longer than the one we have now. The United Nations is an evolution which may hinder your progress in the future. Relations are no longer significantly under the nation. The Marshall Plan, however, is a male and most desirable step toward our goal of world peace. A worthy adjustment but can not be permanent. When we get to the root of the proposed aid, it is just not going to be the answer to the problem.

We must have a world community before we have a world government. Definitely not. The ideals enhancing by existing governments and the political units which can be formed are not the nucleus of peace. The proposal for a United States of Europe is an evolution which may hinder your progress in the future. Relations are no longer significantly under the nation. The Marshall Plan, however, is a male and most desirable step toward our goal of world peace. A worthy adjustment but can not be permanent. When we get to the root of the proposed aid, it is just not going to be the answer to the problem.

The United Nations must be strengthened and enlarged if we are to have a world community. Under this agreement it will be the time for any reactionary or ultra-conser­vative moves which will again drag the U.N. into a new conception about the rise of federal government.

Societies-We are here to serve a lasting peace and make the world fit to develop modern as technological advance. We have only to look at the UN (thus far our most advanced peace project) to see that this peace does not need to be carried on quite as grimly as we make out. The United Nations can live on, and perhaps the future will see a peace which will last longer than the one we have now. The United Nations is an evolution which may hinder your progress in the future. Relations are no longer significantly under the nation. The Marshall Plan, however, is a male and most desirable step toward our goal of world peace. A worthy adjustment but can not be permanent. When we get to the root of the proposed aid, it is just not going to be the answer to the problem.
College Men Disclose Ideas Relative to Ideal Co-ed Conduct

College men have very definite ideas on how women should act when she is to be his guest at a banquet or social affair. A Symposium of students at Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Dartmouth, University of Virginia, Dartmouth, and Amherst reported in the March issue of Junior Banquet discloses what the boys like and what they don't like about girls' actions on these week-end dates.

First of all they want a prompt "yes" or "no" to their invitations, and only a major catastrophe considered a valid excuse for a last minute cancellation.

They hope you'll get along well with the girls you'll meet, but abhor the "chattering and abolish with girls they've seen in the lab the day before." They are also dead set against the girls who make a play for their best friend.

"Often the college man has his room over to his date for the week-end, the article states. "If he comes back to it Monday morning to find lipstick on the bureau or cigarette holes in the bed-spread, and his favorite neckties, human, or college trophy missing (she wanted a souvenir) there will be no return engagement. Also he does not feel kindly about having to trudge to the post office with mid-year pictures and a) overseas, or far-flung friends.

For the girls is to familiarize themselves with recent sports events so they will be able to talk half way intelligently to the man. Larry has heard of a student who prepared to watch a sports contest with a football rulebook.

One of the most urgent recommendations from the men is "don't overlap your school's dates with our school's dates. we want to avoid too daring extremes in attire.

"You might have a couple of waspish classmates on tap which for difficult moments," the article states. "Off-color and sardonic jive, or down to the roaddriver language do not give you an aura of sophistication, and will discomfit your host or confuse his characteristic image of you.

"Also, there undoubtedly will be one or two students who are keen on the cloche of the week-end. If you can't think of a reason for it for the thousandth time, you'll have missed a tactic thrown for a grand sense of humor."

Three Years' Far East Service with OSS

by John Brunner Rich Background

The book you can't judge by its cover finds apé personification in John Brunner, 39 of Philadelphia and Curtis Hall. We'll bet few of you would guess that the shy, reticent John just last summer returned from a three-year expedition, full of amazing incidents, as a member of the Office of Strategic Service (OSS) organized during World War II.

Those of you who saw the movie "13 Rue Madeleine" and "House on 107th St." are probably better acquainted with the function of the OSS than those who know only the name. According to Mr. Brunner, "13 Rue Madeleine portrays with extreme accuracy how the office operates. His superiors, and the organization occurred in quite an unexpected fashion. Even he was a PPC studying Chinese at the University of California.

His brief orders took him to Washington, D.C., to an office located in an obscure hospital compound, the seat of the OSS. From there, agents were sent to far-flung posts to gather information about who or to destroy the enemy behind their lives. Candidates unknowingly underwent elaborate scrutiny by the FBI before admission to training. The training period lasted three months, during which time all agents were trained and mechani­cized warfare were demonstrated.

Typical of the tactics used by OSS was the "stowaway" passage aboard ship to Bombay, India. Brunner, along with a weary of provisory arn d t cap, boarded an India-bound ship as a job for which he was specifically qualified. After graduation, the members became secretaries, their skills responsibili­ general in their government position, and specifically to themselves in the fulfillment of that mission.

Typical of the tactics used by OSS was the "stowaway" passage aboard ship to Bombay, India. Brunner, along with a weary of provisory arn d t cap, boarded an India-bound ship as a job for which he was specifically qualified. After graduation, the members became secretaries, their skills responsibili­ general in their government position, and specifically to themselves in the fulfillment of that mission.

In Calcutta the group split up to find apt per­sonification. Typical of the tactics used by OSS was the "stowaway" passage aboard ship to Bombay, India. Brunner, along with a weary of provisory arn d t cap, boarded an India-bound ship as a job for which he was specifically qualified. After graduation, the members became secretaries, their skills responsibili­ general in their government position, and specifically to themselves in the fulfillment of that mission.

Within the past few months, Larry Green has climbed right up with the top bands of the land! If you've never heard of Green, shut your eyes and say: "Experience is the best teacher in the band business - and in cigarettes. I know from experience that sweet music suits my band, just as I learned from experience, I sold "T-Zone" to a "T."

Try CAMELS! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who have tried and compared, CAMELS are the "GO-TO" brand for a grand sense of humor."

Critic Reveals Reasons For Loss in Prestige Of Present Day Poetry

by Richard Westenfel '49

It is fairly obvious that poetry reading does not enjoy today the prestige which it was once afforded. This, of course, due to a number of general factors, but it is primarily true as a result of two specific ones. One of these is that we have not as yet determined a satisfactory manner in which to "condense," "digest," "illustrate," "delineate" poetry as we do prose. The other cause - and this is most important - is that there isn't much contemporary poetry to read.

Poetry Doesn't Pay

Now we are primarily interested here with the reasons for the dearth of good contemporary poetry, and we think once again that the reasons are two in number. One is that poetry writing just doesn't often enough or steadily enough pay: the day of the patron, of royal dispensation, and of general consumption is gone for poetry.

Secondly, and most important by far, is the fact that, even if they were financially able to use their talent, modern poets would not be capable of turning out anything other than mediocre work.

Selection Distorted

Our ivory towers of today are filled with what has been stated, art is pattern and selection and therefore the standard of selection, our modern poetry is not and never will be culture, for our selection is distorted or perverted and we are ignorant of pattern. We need more initiation to build pattern it pay to pattern it or fall to pattern is distortion.

New selection is generally an one is even more simple-is that matter for study, and our greatest failure led to basic of pattern study or disinterest in patterns studied.

Our poets need more Initiation into the knowledge of poetry, most of the far-flung extrava­ gancies and the last extravagances of our coterie of the poets who are best known for their familiarity and affinity with former poets of Greece and Rome, France and Ger­ many and England. They need this training in patterns which they that will learn how to use pattern.

Record Success Story!

Record Success Story!

RCA Victor's rising star of the keyboard
-Larry Green scores another hit..."GOING GET A GIRL"

CAMEL is the cigarette for me!

In the past few months, Larry Green has climbed right up with the top bands of the land! If you've never heard of Green, shut your eyes and say: "Experience is the best teacher in the band business - and in cigarettes. I know from experience that sweet music suits my band, just as I learned from experience, I sold "T-Zone" to a "T."

Try CAMELS! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who have tried and compared, CAMELS are the "GO-TO" brand for a grand sense of humor."

And here's another great record-

"More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!"
Three New Opponents

Ledges

The Ursinus调度 for 1948 has been a delight for the players instead of the traditional seven. The gridders will meet three new rivals: Wagner College (Staten Island), Drexel, and Dickinson. Juntas and Moravian will take the place of Swarthmore in the schedule.

This year's Old Timers' Day game will be played against Swarthmore on October 22.

In 1949 the football schedule will feature many of the old games, with playing sites reversed.

The schedule:

Oct. 2 — Home — 29-29
Oct. 9 — Haverford — away
Oct. 16 — Dickinson — home
Oct. 23 — Swarthmore — home
Nov. 6 — Sw.—M. — home
Nov. 20 — Big Five — away

Dickinson Quintet Tops

Outclassed Bears

A highly-touted Dickinson base- ball team was held scoreless by our under Dog Ursinus squad, 60-41, before a big home crowd. The inauguration of the new gym on Saturday, Feb. 14, saw the overexposure of the exhibition on putting out the Dickinson quinque. This was, in fact, one of the most impressive and environmental in a furious, well-fought battle, in which the Ursinus forces held a 21-23 edge.

The Bears controlled the backboards largely through the phenomena of Billie Murdock, and Wally Widholm. The fast-breaking Widholm and Norm Bertel, bickering beautifully on the court, were the initials of the Ursinus squad at the beginning of the period. The버시 and Widholm were playing under tremendous pressure since a loss for the Bruins meant elimination from the conference title, while a win for the Ursinus squad would have assured a second successive championship.

Both teams played slow, conservatively, ball at the game's outset, and at the end of 38 minutes of play Ursinus had a lead of 37-29. Warren Higgins looked in from the left-handed clots and the Garnet was on top 22-19 when the first half ended.

For the first five minutes of the second half both teams battled on even terms. Then the Bears began a spurt which didn't stop until they had led the ball game.

Bears Sink Two

After Ursinus had battled back to even terms, Widholm gave the Bears a four-point lead going into the second half. The Garnet was replaced by Bahney. When Bahney came into the fray, the score was 47-27. The Garnet making a strong bid for the lead, and the Bears in the process of a decisive long shots by Bahney pro- voked the Ursinus attack and the Bears took control of the ball game.

The Bears were much easier during the first half, the game. The final half saw the Grizzlies descend to begin the season-the ers were plenty peeved following Widholm. ingly and wisely throughout

Rumor has it that our body-bend- several feed-offs from Jaffe and Bears a four-point lead. Used spar- squad, who were looking for- The final half saw the Grizzlies

граппп с поэтому за их отсутствие.

of the entire student body for their gameness.

Kuhrt Wieneke have been plagued

in a close duel.

The wiry Turner, also a gridder and

grappling ever seen

of the face of well-nigh unsurmountable

parts.

more in spare-time sales work;

Crystal Company, 92 Lafayette
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BRUNI CAGERS BLAST SWARTHMORE, 54-43;

WIDHOLM, BERTEL AGAIN FORCE PAIVE

Playing under tremendous pressure in a "must" game, the Ursinus basketball club at the Swarthmo-

Aren on Wednesday evening to upset the Garnet, 54-43. Two of the Grizzlies' basket machines, Wally Widholm and Bill Myers, were forced to the sidelines with severe colds. Both teams were under tremendous pressure since a loss for the Bruins meant elimination from the conference title, while a win for the Ursinus athletic authorities to participate in the tournament.

Bahney Sink Two

After Ursinus had battled back to even terms, Widholm gave the Bears a four-point lead going into the second half. The Garnet was replaced by Bahney. When Bahney came into the fray, the score was 47-27. The Garnet making a strong bid for the lead, and the Bears in the process of a decisive long shots by Bahney provoked the Ursinus attack and the Bears took control of the ball game.

The Bears were much easier during the first half, the game. The final half saw the Grizzlies descend to begin the season-the ers were plenty peeved following Widholm. ingly and wisely throughout

Rumor has it that our body-bend- several feed-offs from Jaffe and Bears a four-point lead. Used spar- squad, who were looking for- The final half saw the Grizzlies

граппп с поэтому за их отсутствие.
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more in spare-time sales work;
Bealettes Edge Out Penn Sexten, 34-32; Warren Scintillates

On Tuesday the Ursinus girls' baseball team played in a baseball game and scored a number of runs. The Red & Blue were victorious in all 12 games, except for a tie with Immaculata. The Braves have to date, lost to Immaculata, and have tied Rose­

Bears Rout Drexel, 62-47, Tie for Southern Division Crown; Oppose Swarthmore Quarter in Playoff Inaugural

The Ursinus Bears clinched a berth in the Southern Division playoffs, landing a 62-47 triumph over Drexel in the new league. The match was played on a brilliant court Saturday evening when they thrashed Drexel with a hard-won victory, capping the Mid­

Macaula leads scorers in intramural league race

Monday and Tuesday evenings have become the scene of much ac­tion on the intramural court, with an average of three inter­

TENNIS SLATE

Brodbeck II vs. Annex IV 9 p.m.
Brodbeck I vs. Brodbeck II 9 p.m.
Annex I vs. Annex II 8 p.m.
Annex III vs. Annex II 8 p.m.

Walls Turn Heat On

The Bearettes to date, have lost to Ursinus, 34-32, at Weightman Hall in Phila­

delphia. The Red & Blue had

Both Beautiful and Talented: Belles Turn Heat On

In the second quarter of the game Belles powered up and managed to

tie the score at a 14-13 half­

The Jayvees triumphed in the opener, claiming a 37-32 victory over

For ITS OPENING!

The Ursinus Ursinus opened its season with a 48-31 victory over

Fauci and Collins account for five

Moyer, Evans

Drexel showed little in the way of

dominating the hapless Engineers

DOMINATE THE CUB VICTORY.

While Dave Bahney and Red Bron­

meanwhile, the sharp-shooting for­

and Mary Evans displayed some

Student Needs at the College Cut-Rate

Here’s a great deal on the

GRAND Norristown FRIDAY & SATURDAY Continuous in Full Length CINEMA

GRAND Norristown FRIDAY & SATURDAY Continuous in Full Length CINEMA

BOYD FUNERAL HOME

718 Swede Street Norristown, Pa.
Phone: Norristown 1490

LENS SHOE REPAIR

332 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

RISTOCRAT

and Dolly Madison

at Phila. Dairy Products Co

POCKETS.

unidentified Annem Ill player takes ball off hardwood in intra­

Oscaran game Tuesday night, won by Drexel 35-30. George Dobinohn of Drexel is held rebound-reviver.
Ursinus Grad Tells of Experience As Missionary in Latin-America

On Wednesday night Mrs. Paul Streich, the sister of Betty Knott '48, spoke to the "Y." Mrs. Streich and her husband are missionaries to the Spanish-speaking Indians. Their two-year stay in Punalu, Hawaii, was devoted to agricultural work as well as religious work among the Spanish-speaking Indians. Mrs. Streich illu-

speech with color slides. Dorothy-Arden Dean '49 and
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